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How lucky we are, to have three shows running concurrently in
To December 31. Tuesdays-

Toronto this early fall — Shary Boyle’s Flesh and Blood at the AGO,

Sundays, 11am-6pm. Museum of

Guy Maddin’s Hauntings I & II at the TIFF Bell Lightbox and David

Contemporary Canadian Art, 952

Hoffos’ Scenes from the House Dream at MOCCA — that remind us of
how beautiful and otherworldly Canadian art can be. More on the
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first two in subsequent weeks, but the Hoffos, surely the exhibit of

www.mocca.ca.

the year and arguably (and finally) the first unqualified triumph for
MOCCA at its Queen West location, can’t wait. It’s the last of the three to close, but you will want to
visit it again and again.
It is often said that the best visual art is about looking (duh) — from Van Eyck’s The Arnolfini Portrait to
Velazquez’s Las Meninas to Manet’s Olympia — and few contemporary artists take this conceit as
seriously or as far as Hoffos. Walking into Scenes from the House Dream, one is effectively blinded: after
passing through a velvety curtain (the first but certainly not the last suggestion of David Lynch in the
show) there is nothing, at first, but pitch darkness. Take a few minutes to adjust and your senses may
indeed awaken differently, your eyes newly aware of dim flickers behind boxy apertures — each of
which, embedded in a wall that snakes around MOCCA’s main gallery space, contains a diorama with its
own, intricate formal and narrative qualities — your ears gradually attune to a creaking, gurgling,
poltergeisty soundtrack. Here is an environment that literalizes ways in which we’ve forgotten to look at
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paintings: as windows opening forwards and backwards, into the past and future, society and the self,
the superego and id.
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In describing his work, Hoffos uses, as he should, the word “uncanny,” suggesting not only psychoanalysis
but surveillance, in which, through looking, we relate vicariously to the person(s) being watched and yet
feel a bizarre remove, as if we were a deity regarding parts of a world we forgot we had made. Hoffos’
stunt is using masked-off television monitors and mirrors to cast moving figures onto his dioramas, an
approach so convoluted it seems antique, yet which also comes off like pure, modern-day magic. One is
both lost in the game — peering into all sorts of urban, suburban and rural settings, all with sublime,
film-noir qualities — and curious to know its machinations, to know which television is generating which
figure, for instance. Then there are the three, life-sized moving figures projected onto cut-outs
throughout the gallery, adding, creepily, a third-party presence to one’s direct gaze. The show might
have been subtitled, pace MJ, “you are not alone.”
In a final work, the viewer is reflected, at the end of a De Chirico-like hall, in her or his peering,
bent-over state. (The position in which you’ll see this show, and, evidently, the most unflattering angle
at which to view yourself.) Forgive Hoffos this redundancy: like a distorted mirror at the end of a
funhouse or haunted house, the piece is a reminder of what you’ve been staring at all along. Dreams,
after all, are so rarely subtle.
» EMAIL DBALZER@EYEWEEKLY.COM; TWITTER @DAVIDBALZER
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